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Ice Age: The Meltdown is a 2006 computer-animated comedy-drama adventure film directed by Carlos Saldanha. ... Two
months after the events of the first film, Scrat the saber-tooth squirrel tries to access ... He enters a heaven full of acorns.. Ice
Age: The Meltdown is a 2006 American computer-animated adventure comedy film produced ... In the film, Manny, Sid, and
Diego attempt to escape an impending flood, during which Manny finds love. ... He enters a heaven full of acorns.. In its
untouched-by-human-hand way, it's not bad and, as in the first film, the funniest moments involve the half-rat, half-squirrel
Scrat. April 8, 2006 | Full Review…. Manny, Sid, and Diego discover that the ice age is coming to an end, and join everybody
for a ... Queen Latifah and Ray Romano in Ice Age: The Meltdown (2006) Carlos Saldanha at an ... See full cast » ... Just like
the original movie, the end credits are alongside drawings made by the children of the Blue Sky employees.. Only Scrat, the
ferocious little sabre-toothed squirrel, retains his magic from the original "Ice Age" (2002). Most of the other characters are
back ...
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